The four building blocks of discovery for 0-4 year olds

Every child is unique and born with the potential to develop. At LEGO Company, we believe that by nurturing this potential we can encourage the learning process, helping to create bright, happy, and well-rounded individuals. That’s why we created LEGO® EXPLORE, the world’s first fully integrated play and development system for pre-school children, helping parents to help their children grow.

Working closely with experts in child development, we have examined the ways that children learn about themselves, other people and the world they live in – and the importance of making this experience fun. We identified four distinct areas of learning, each driven by your child’s natural curiosity and urge to explore through play. We have called these the ‘four worlds’. The toys within these worlds will inspire, stimulate and challenge children at different stages in their development. With the Complete Discovery System, you can share in the joy of discovery with your child – whilst having a serious amount of fun along the way!
• **explore being me**
  discovering who I am and what I can do
  Pages 4-7

• **explore together**
  learning to share and interact with others
  Pages 8-11

• **explore logic**
  understanding how things work
  Pages 12-15

• **explore imagination**
  expressing my personality and creativity
  Pages 16-21

• **boys & girls**
  4+
  Pages 24-99
explore being me – discovering who I am and what I can do

Birth is the start of an amazing journey of self-discovery for your child. Finding out what it means to ‘be me’ involves learning a whole set of physical and mental skills. Many of these skills are pre-programmed at birth and continue to develop throughout the childhood years. Newborn babies have almost no control over their body’s movements, but by three months they are able to grasp a rattle and shake it. Some nine months later, that unforgettable first step is quickly followed by walking, running, climbing and jumping. Whilst you can’t speed up their physical development, you can build confidence and offer exciting opportunities for practising new skills.

In the world of explore being me, you’ll find toys that stimulate your child’s mental and physical growth, encouraging motor skills, improving hand-to-eye co-ordination, and enhancing body control. Through play, your child will gain a greater understanding of "Who I am" and "What I can do".
Propeller spins. Wheels turn. Imagination soars! Simply push the plane and crawl along.
5429 Play Plane From 6 months.

Colours and textures, with a mirror and rattle. New play possibilities as your baby learns and grows. Also for car and floor use.
5423 Crib and Mirror Adventure From birth.

Bounces up and down when baby tries stacking the bricks on its back. Wheel it across the floor and get baby crawling!
5432 Bendy Caterpillar From 6 months.

Fun faces and stimulating patterns pop up at every turn. Soon baby will be eagerly crawling after this fun-filled toy.
5431 Roll 'n' Play From 6 months.

Cute, blinking frog that will captivate your baby – simply push the button to see what happens!
5430 Squirt Frog From 6 months.

Friendly faces, intriguing sounds and bright colours. There are so many ways to link, listen, feel and learn.
2514 Swing Rings From birth.

Your baby will enjoy discovering different shapes and textures with this colourful, smiley teether.
5422 Caterpillar Teether From 3 months

Fasten this friendly frog to baby's wrist and watch it attract baby's attention. Also straps to cot, pushchair or car seat.
5420 Soft Frog Rattle From 3 months.

Your baby will love gazing at the happy face and biting on the soft and hard textures during teething.
5421 Star Teether From 3 months.

The little friend that goes everywhere with your baby – easily straps to cot, pushchair or car seat.
5424 Take Along Friend From 6 months.

Your baby will love the bumpy surfaces and enjoy toppling the Stacking Tower with the smiley-faced character.
5433 Stacking Tower From 6 months.
Help Lisa as she places her baby in the high chair, feeds her from a cup and gives her a loving hug. 2951 Lisa From 2 years.

Sarah loves to cook for her baby! 2955 Sarah's Big Recipe From 2 years.

Marie likes to be outdoors and goes for walks with her baby whenever she can. 2952 Marie From 2 years.

Explore and learn with these two friends and their little chicken. Lots of stacking combinations. 3651 Stack 'n' Learn Friends From 9 months.

A lots of stacking elements to push across the floor and crawl after. Perfect for small hands. 3650 Stack 'n' Learn First Rollabout From 9 months.

Sounds and flashing lights motivate baby to try new combinations. Helps baby learn about action/reaction and eye-hand coordination. 5427 Light and Sound Stacker From 12 months.

Colourful baby walker helps give your child confidence during those important first steps. Stacking blocks add to the fun. 2010 Toddler Truck From 12 months.

There is nothing like playing outdoors! 2954 Garden Party From 2 years.

A mouse, frog and chicken. Each with their own colour, shape and house. Fun introduction to similarities and differences 5426 Shape and Colour Sorter From 9 months.
Have fun mixing the brightly coloured, soft rings. Includes bell, teether, rattle, chirping chick and mirror.

5425 Soft Stacking Hen
From 6 months.

Colourful bricks and three rattling characters to stack. Great fun stacking and sorting the elements.

3652 Stack 'n' Learn Smile Collection
From 9 months.

It's fun to put the cars together, toot the horn, and push the train round and round!

2974 Play Train
From 12 months.

Help the busy nurse in our bustling hospital. Medical role-play contained in a special rucksack that your child can carry along.

3617 On the Move Hospital
From 2 years.

Join the 'professionals' with our fully equipped mobile police station, contained in a handy rucksack.

3616 On the Move Police Station
From 2 years.
So if I’m me, who are you?

explore together – learning to share and interact with others

Children are "primed" from birth for building relationships. That first toothless smile is a clear sign that your baby is glad you’re around. Over the next few years, your child will spend a lot of time observing other people and copying what they do. Playing with friends and siblings is also a great way of developing social skills. One of the biggest lessons is learning to share and take turns. As they get to school age, children will want to feel part of the crowd but won’t want to compromise their own sense of identity. They’ll experiment with what is and isn’t acceptable behaviour.

A child’s imagination is boundless and make-believe role-play games are a great way to examine these different social set-ups. In the world of explore together you’ll find toys that encourage your child to build relationships. Whether they play by themselves or with others, children will love the opportunity to develop their social skills.
An awesome play experience complete with family, three-section house and car. There’s even a garden swing. Cool!

3620 Playhouse  
From 3 years.

Celebrate in style with a delicious cake, a funky balloon and of course, a nice surprise to open.  
3605 Birthday Party  
From 2 years.

1408 Walking the Dog with Daddy  
From 18 months.

1407 Cooking with Mummy  
From 18 months.

1406 Nursing the Baby  
From 18 months.

Young children love to act out stories like feeding, walking and comforting baby. Combine sets to create new stories!
Lots of fun in the great outdoors. Fish, camp or simply go boating. Hey, it's better than working!

3610 Campsite
From 2 years.

An ambulance races through the city while above, the air rescue helicopter swoops into action. Your child can make it happen!

3619 Traffic City
From 3 years.

Brightly coloured racing car, complete with winner's trophy brick!
1404 Racing Tiger
From 18 months.

Brightly coloured racing car, complete with traffic cone brick!
1405 Racing Lion
From 18 months.

Brightly coloured racing car, complete with chequered flag brick!
1403 Racing Leopard
From 18 months.
It's playtime and there's plenty to do in the school playground, with a swing, handcart and a tricycle to ride!

3608 Playground
From 2 years.

A house by the sea, a shady spot and a pair of new flippers to go swimming with. Watch out for the dolphin, though!

3609 Beach House
From 2 years.

Our carting enthusiast comes fully equipped with transport vehicle for taking the go-cart home after the race!

3606 Go-cart Transport
From 2 years.

Just like the real thing, our motorcycle cop comes equipped with stop sign, helmet and speed camera!

3607 Police Action
From 2 years.

Help the road worker load his truck with building stones using the special crane provided. "Watch out below!"

3611 Road Worker Truck
From 2 years.
That's it! I'm a genius!

explore logic – understanding how things work

A baby who has discovered that shaking a rattle makes a satisfying sound has entered the world of explore logic. And this baby will soon turn into a toddler who starts every sentence with ‘why’ and wants to know how everything works! In this world, these little scientists want to explore and investigate. From the baby who stares at a mobile trying to differentiate between the shapes and colours, to a school child who has grasped the concept of cause and effect, this is a journey of discovery that will help shape their existence.

At the heart of explore logic is your child’s curiosity about the world and the way things work. Toys from this world will prompt children to ask questions and develop their powers of reasoning. Give children the opportunity to investigate in this way and they’ll learn to relish new experiences and rise to new challenges.
Learn about life in the frozen wild. How can the little polar bear keep warm without a jacket? Brrr!
3621 Polar Animals From 2 years.

Recreate a real-life wildlife park on your own floor or table! Everything you need including lots of wild animals!
3612 Wild Animals From 2 years.

Our farm set is a real favourite, with different textures, a farmer and animals as far as the eye can see. Oo arr!
3618 Family Farm From 2 years.

Down in the country, the farmer is busy working in his fields and tending to his collection of friendly animals.
3092 Friendly Farm From 2 years.
Join in the excitement of this real-life rescue situation with fire crew, rescue vehicle and emergency winch.

3613 Fire Rescue
From 3 years.

Your toddler will love this simple track with its cute car and opening bridge. Add other basic bricks and figures for more fun!

3267 Brick Runner
From 2 years.

All the excitement of a real race track. Vehicle launcher ensures stunning performance - right from the chequered flag!

3614 Racing
From 3 years.

Assemble crazy creations using wacky tubes and colourful bricks! A great introduction to action and reaction.

3266 Tubes
From 2 years.

Fantastic set that can be transformed into 8 different models. Control 2 or 3 vehicles with just one handset. Vehicle can turn 360° for a full circle of fun!

2949 Remote Control Dozer
From 4 years.

There are lots of ways to build the racing car using the unique screwdriver provided! Promotes creativity and develops motor skills. You can even activate light and sounds!

2912 Racing Car
From 4 years.

A totally funky yellow motorcycle. Helps to develop motor skills with a special screwdriver that clicks parts into place. Removable stickers included.

2904 Motorbike
From 4 years.

Just activate the Pull Back motor and watch the Racer thunder away! There are lots of ways to build the Racer, too! Eye-catching stickers included.

2947 Pull Back Racer
From 4 years.

Go over!
2738 Bridge
From 2 years.
### Learning is fun with an interactive train system.
The train stops, changes direction or emits a distinctive 'hoot', all controlled by your child - the Station Manager.

- **3335 Intelligent Train Starter Set**  
  From 3 years.

### Discover what happens with the interactive passenger wagon. Must be used with the Intelligent Train System (included with items 3325 or 3335).

- **3327 Intelligent Train Station**  
  From 3 years.

### Experiment and discover as you direct a railroad adventure. An excellent introduction to the idea of cause and effect.

- **3325 The Intelligent Train**  
  From 3 years.

### Bring the circus to town and discover how the train works and who's on board.

- **2931 Push Locomotive**  
  From 2 years.

### Experiment and see what happens when the train enters the tunnel. To be used together with the Intelligent Train System.

- **3334 Intelligent Train Tunnel**  
  From 3 years.

### You control how the wagon is loaded and unloaded. Must be used with the Intelligent Train System (included with items 3325 or 3335).

- **3326 Intelligent Train Cargo**  
  From 3 years.

### Go round!

- **2735 Curved Rails**  
  From 2 years.

- **2734 Straight Rails**  
  From 2 years.

---

**As part of the explore logic world, the Intelligent Train System supports a child's natural urge to understand how and why things happen and how they can control these processes. Interactive play with the Intelligent Train, nurtures problem-solving skills and helps your child understand the concept of cause and effect.**

**The interactive nature of the Intelligent Train System sharpens and encourages creative thinking skills whilst stimulating your child's curiosity.**
Mooooo!!
I’m an elephant

explore imagination – expressing my personality and creativity

Imitation, pretend play and make-believe all come from the rich world of your child’s imagination. In the world of explore imagination, children learn different ways to express themselves, using a constantly changing set of creative skills. From only a few weeks old your baby will start copying your facial expressions. Soon your baby will discover the joy of nursery rhymes. This will lead on to simple rituals like feeding dolly and activities such as singing, dancing and looking at pop-up books. By the time they’ve reached school age, they’ll have started to express their thoughts clearly and explain abstract ideas through drawing, putting on puppet shows and acting out stories.

The world of explore imagination is full of toys that will stimulate your child’s creative skills. Give children the opportunity to express themselves through play and you’ll help build their self-confidence and teach them to think for themselves.
Perform shows and stories using characters, scenery and sound effects. Includes ideas for themes and role-plays.

3615 TheatreStories
From 3 years.

As part of the explore imagination world, the TheatreStories set encourages children to enact a limitless variety of stories based around a group of colourful and memorable characters, including heroes, villains and princesses.

This stimulates creative role-play whilst developing a range of motor skills and eye-hand co-ordination. The use of sound effects helps create a complete audio/visual experience that your child will be keen to share with others.
Children love experimenting with sounds and the LEGO® Music Builder range gives full reign to the power of their musical expression. As part of the explore imagination world, the range enables children to play with the basic musical elements of pitch, harmony, tempo and rhythm.

With their own choice of melody and accompaniment, including musical instruments and effects such as animal sounds, children will enjoy making music! Each product creates sounds and music in a different way, encouraging a range of motor skills and experimentation.

Toddlers love to compose and arrange their own masterpieces with this brilliant all-in-one musical mixing system. Home or car use.

3364 Music Composer
From 3 years.

Tap along in tune to the built-in melodies while adding your own choice of accompaniment. For use in the car or home.

3362 Music Tapper
From 2 years.

Comprises six sound plugs. For use with any product in the Music Builder range to create new sounds.

3370 Music Extras
From 2 years.
The Twister allows children to create crazy sounds and amazing music with this musical mixing system. Simply insert a sound plug, turn the handle, and hey presto! Home or car use.

3361 Music Twister
From 2 years.

Extra tunes and sounds to create new musical adventures! Includes three new sounds (tuba, guitar and percussion) and four new tunes ("Brahms Lullaby", "Circus Parade", "Walk With Me" and "Itsy Bitsy Spider"). Must be used with music toys from LEGO EXPLORE Music, available separately.

3371 Music Extras
From 2 years.

The Roller allows children to learn about music and tempo while walking.

3363 Music Roller
From 2 years.
Accompany Fred and Tess as they encounter a host of exotic creatures including Parrot, Snake and a very cheeky Monkey!

4340 Story Builder Starter Set – Jungle Jam From 3 years.

Join Fred and Tess on the farm as they help Ted the farmer to keep the animals fed and ensure everything is in order!

4341 Story Builder – Farmyard Fun From 3 years.

Recreate an exciting world where dinosaurs walk the earth and Fred and Tess come face to face with a real live caveman!

4344 Story Builder – Meet the Dinosaurs From 3 years.

Story Builder is a new kind of play concept, combining memorable characters with the power of your child’s imagination. A key element of the explore imagination world, Story Builder allows your child to create and replay memorable scenes, mix characters and develop even more imaginative and interrelated storylines. With Story Builder, it’s your child who builds the story and decides what happens next. The possibilities for fun are endless!
Say hello to Fred and Tess and their colourful friends including Mr Brown, Morris the mouse and Dusty the vacuum.
4345 Story Builder  
- Happy Home  
From 3 years.

Fred and Tess meet a real princess while attempting to avoid the clutches of a wicked witch and her book of spells.
4343 Story Builder  
- Pink Palace Magic  
From 3 years.

Fred and Tess travel to a land full of knights, squires, dragons and stately castles — not to mention a talking horse!
4342 Story Builder  
- Crazy Castle  
From 3 years.

Lots of bricks, all contained in their own storage bucket.
4080 Brick Bucket  
From 18 months.

A huge amount of bricks, all contained in a handy storage bucket.
4085 Brick Bucket Large  
From 18 months.

A variety of shapes and colours toddlers can use to create a world of their own.
2242 Brick Starters  
From 18 months.

The ideal foundation for any toddler's wildest dreams. Pack of three.
2198 Building Plates (x3)  
From 2 years.

Large format allows child to build and expand on the world he or she has created.
2304 Large Building Plate  
From 18 months.
Scoop and Travis are planning a race. Help Scoop clear the way to win.
3272  Scoop on the Road
From 2 years.

Help Bob to build the clock-tower right on time!
3282  Clock-tower Bob
From 2 years.

Bob the Builder’s new boots squeak. This attracts some friendly mice, but Lofty is afraid of them. Help Bob find a solution!
3273  Bob, Lofty and the Mice
From 2 years.
Dizzy and Pilchard enjoy watching the birds.
3283 Dizzy's Birdwatch
From 2 years.

Bob and Muck help Farmer Pickles to load hay bales and fix the barn.
3274 Bob and Muck
Repair the Barn
From 2 years.

Wendy makes light work of fixing the room!
3278 Wallpaper Wendy
From 2 years.

Spud's naughty antics with apples cause all sorts of trouble!
3281 Naughty Spud
From 2 years.

Bob makes bricklaying look easy!
3279 Bob at Work
From 2 years.
If Dad won't lend us his
we'll just build our own
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LEGO creator

The start of a never-ending story...

Let your kids' imagination run wild with LEGO® Creator sets – always a new toy to build and a new game to play. The Big NaNa set comes with an inspirational video, and there is an idea booklet with stories about Max and Tina in every set.

Just wait – in no time at all your little creator will be making the most amazing things!

Invent anything...

Play and learn!

Inspirational video included

4177 Building Stories with NaNa
From 4 years

4176 The Race of the Year
From 4 years
Create and play!

Max and Tina start the fun!

Idea booklet with every set

90 ideas

Check out some awesome stuff and funny games!

www.LEGO.com/creator

LEGO creator

Boardgame

Find this product on:
www.lego.com/lifestyle

4175 Adventures with Max & Tina From 4 years

4173 Max's Pit Stop From 4 years

4174 Max Goes Flying From 4 years

4172 Tina's House From 4 years

4171 Spot & Friends From 4 years
Let's make a great

5837 Flora's Bubbling Bath
From 4 years.

5842 Vanilla's Frosty Sleighride
From 4 years.

5838 The Wicked Madam Frost
From 4 years.

5836 Beautiful Baby Princess
From 4 years.

5834 The Enchanted Garden
From 4 years.

5827 The Royal Coach
From 6 years

5833 Rosita's Wonderful Stable
From 4 years

5843 Queen Rose and the little Prince Charming
From 5 years.
party at the Ice Crystal Palace!

Little girls just love to dream up and act out their own wonderful fairytales with the sweet princesses of LEGO® BELVILLE. Every day they can come up with a new one, arrange and rearrange the scenery and the props, make magic, and have great fun.

5850 The Royal Crystal Palace
From 5 years.

5832 Vanilla’s Magic Tea Party
From 4 years

5831 Adventurous Puppy
From 4 years

www.LEGO.com/belville
Try some of the funniest games on the Internet!
Hi, I'm Emma.

Here I am with my Mum and Dad, dog Sita and my baby brother Thomas...

Come for lunch at Emma's house...

We live in a big house which my mum loves to decorate...

3149 Happy Home
From 6 years

3152 Playroom for Baby Thomas
From 5 years

3151 Emma on the Move
From 5 years
Last summer I went to a riding camp. Really cool!

Wish I could have my own horse some day...

...or let's go horseriding together!

3124 Indie's Stable
From 5 years.

3143 Ridin' Camp Out
From 5 years

3150 Puppy Playground
From 5 years

3144 Wilderness Waterstop
From 5 years

www.LEGO.com/scala
Check out some awesome stuff and funny games!

Only available in selected stores in the UK and via www.LEGO.com. Please call 08457 080070 for more details.
Jack Stone saves the day for A.I.R. Operations!!!

Prepare to be amazed by Jack Stone. Whenever he meets a problem or people in danger, he always finds a solution. Jack Stone is a master at changing whatever is nearby into something useful. Just wait and see what happens when a hurricane hits the A.I.R. Operations HQ, and you need help. Be sure to shout for Jack Stone!!!

Can do, will do...

...done!
ALL NEW
AUGUST

Get ready!
I’ll fix something...

Exciting building and role-playing for kids from the age of 4!

Every model comes with a comic, so you can take part in the story straight away, join the action and make Jack Stone come up with even more creative ideas to help others!

www.LEGO.com/Jackstone
Join Jack Stone on lots of missions!!!

4616 Rapid Response Tanker
From 4 years.

4615 Red Recon Flyer
From 4 years.

4617 Dual Turbo Prop
From 4 years.

4618 Twin Rotor Cargo
From 4 years.
Jail breakout... call for Jack Stone!

A crook has broken out of jail, stolen a car and made off. The police raced after him, but –BANG! – he came off the road on a sharp bend! So the police need assistance... Jack Stone, alert as always, rushes to Police HQ, and puts together a helicopter on the spot. Bad luck, crookie!!!

Can do, will do... ...done!

4604 Police Copter From 4 years.
4611 Police HQ From 4 years.
4600 Police Cruiser From 4 years.
Jack Stone is here!!

Creating action stories with Jack Stone is great fun because building and rebuilding is made possible, even for little fingers. And it's always challenging to be the one to decide how the story should end!
The fire’s getting out of control! Call for Jack Stone!!!

The fire squad needs help – fast! The petrol station’s on fire, and their normal equipment isn’t enough to stop it. But luckily Jack Stone’s nearby and once again comes up with an ingenious solution that prevents disaster!

Hurray for Jack Stone!!!
Exciting building and role-playing for kids from the age of 4!

Just wait and see how your 4 year old makes Jack Stone come alive: All the elements are big and sturdy so models can be built — and rebuilt — and rebuilt again! Each set allows your child to build lots of models — and live out different stories. The elements are, of course, also compatible with traditional LEGO® bricks.
With the new LEGO® Football series you can practice before the real match on the training grounds. When you’ve perfected your skills, play your matches on the show pitch - Championship Challenge II.

Get your team to the FINALS!

Improve your shooting accuracy and learn how to curve the ball. Play against a friend and see who gets to 20 points first.

3423 Precision Shooting
From 6 years.
The goalkeeper can REALLY move!

Defenders SLIDE PAST the forwards

Try out your shooting powers and score the winner!!!

www.LEGO.com/football

Go online and kick yourself to the finals!

Great stadium – great action – great fun! Enjoy the thrills and spills of real football with amazing diving goalies and midfielders who can dribble past the opposition. It’s as realistic as it gets!

3420 Championship Challenge II
From 7 years.

The new goalkeeper with wind-up motor gets past him!!

Scoring is the name of the game and there’s nothing like this kick ‘n’ flip practice set for improving your skills. No train – no gain!

3424 Target Practice
From 6 years.

Do you have what it takes to beat the best keepers in the world? It takes training to become the best!

3422 Shoot ‘n’ Save
From 7 years.
Collect LEGO® Football and build your own SUPER STADIUM!!

3420
Goal kicks, sliding tackles – this warm-up pitch has got it all! Can also be combined with 3420 to make your big pitch mega sized!

3421 Three-side Set From 6 years.

3404 Team Bus From 6 years.

Interactive Games

LEGO® FOOTBALL MANIA

Play the craziest football you can imagine the LEGO way! See pages: 92-93

PlayStation 2

GAME BOY ADVANCE
LEGO DINOSAURS

6720 Tyrannosaurus Rex
From 5 years.

6719 Brachiosaurus
From 5 years.

6721 Mosasaurus
From 5 years.

6722 Styracosaurus
From 5 years.

THE DINOSAURS ARE BACK!

7000 Baby Ankylosaurus
From 6 years.

7001 Baby Iguanodon
From 6 years.

7002 Baby Brachiosaurus
From 6 years.

7003 Baby Dimetrodon
From 6 years.

4 Dinos in One
Applies only to the big DINO models.
If he's too good I'll just make the goal bigger.
Join Snap Lockitt flying his hang glider and catch Brickster's aeroplane in the most thrilling air chase in the history of LEGO Island. 6735 Air Chase From 7 years.

Pepper has got to be the most amazing stuntman ever! Nothing is too dangerous for him to take on – whether it involves skateboards, water scooters or hang gliders! Big bad Brickster and his henchmen get a taste of just how good Pepper is when they try to take over the Island. Pepper and his pals can do the lot!

Island Xtreme – feel the excitement!

Brickster and his henchmen are trying to conquer the Xtreme Tower in order to control the whole island! It is up to Pepper and his friends to stop them! 6740 Xtreme Tower From 7 years.

Test your imagination and skateboarding skills in the LEGO Island Skatepark. Perform radical moves and tricks on the ramps, slides and rails. How Xtreme can you be? 6738 Skateboard Challenge From 7 years.

Surf the sands of the LEGO Island beaches with Snap Lockitt's sand sailor and rule the sidewalks with Pepper and his skateboard! 6734 Beach Cruiser From 6 years.
Keep an eye on the LEGO Island beaches with Snap Lockitt and ride the waves with Pepper in the lifeguard's cruiser. But watch out for sharks! 6736 Beach Lookout From 6 years.

Ride the waves in Brickster's speedboat and do daring and extreme water ski stunts. 6737 Wave Catcher From 7 years.

Go on the road with the truck and the trikes. Carry out fantastic stunts on the trailer's ramps and race with the trikes. Just don't let Brickster get away! 6739 Truck & Stunt Trikes From 7 years.
LEGO ALPHA TEAM

JOIN US IN OUR THRILLING MISSION DEEP SEA

4791 Alpha Team Sub Scooter From 6 years.
4792 Alpha Team Sub and TEE VEE From 6 years.
4794 Alpha Team Command Sub From 7 years.

We've got to STOP HIM!

Interactive Games

Plot your agents moves to solve the secret missions. See pages: 92-93
4795 Ogel Underwater Base and Alpha Team Sub From 8 years.

4796 Ogel Mutant Squid From 6 years.

4793 Ogel Shark Sub From 7 years.

4790 Alpha Team Robot Diver From 6 years.

www.LEGO.com/alphateam
Get ready for deep-sea adventure online!

This time there'll be no stopping me!!
LEGO TRAINS

4548 Transformer and Speed Regulator
From 7 years.

4515 Straight Rails (8)
7+

4519 Cross Track
Ages 7+

4520 Curved Rails (8)
7+

4531 Points
7+

Goods trains are really fun to run - especially when they're loaded!
4565 Goods Train Set
From 8 years

Interactive Games

LEGO LOCO

Take the fast train to computer fun
See pages: 92-93

www.LEGO.com/trains
Check out the amazing world of trains!

Build yourself a central station with ticket office and everything!
4556 Train Station
From 7 years
Harry, Ron, and Hermione are ready for the new school year at Hogwarts™. With LEGO® Harry Potter™ you can take part in Ron and Harry’s search for the Chamber of Secrets™! Drive the Weasley’s magical car, meet Aragog™ in the Dark Forest and take on a mysterious opponent!

How will you save Harry and Ron from the Spiders?

4709 Hogwarts™ Castle
From 8 years.

4726 Quidditch™ Practice
From 6 years.
AWAITS!

ARE YOU READY TO FACE ARAGOG™?

NEW SEPTEMBER

4728 Escape from Privet Drive From 7 years.

4727 Aragog in the Forbidden Forest From 7 years.

NEW SEPTEMBER

4708 Hogwarts™ Express From 8 years.
With the new LEGO® characters you can also visit Dumbledore's Office and make friends with Fawkes. You'll need all your wits when you end up in the Chamber of Secrets™...

Help Harry fight the Basilisk!
R of SECRETS™?

Harry Potter

Be on your toes when you meet Tom Riddle...

NEW SEPTEMBER
4731 Dobby's Release From 6 years
4733 The Duelling Club™ From 7 years.
4712 Troll on the Loose From 6 years.
4714 Gringotts™ Bank From 7 years.
LEGO BUILD YOUR VERY OWN HOGWARTS™!

Everything can be built together your way!

4711 Flying Lesson From 6 years.
4704 The Chamber of the Winged Keys From 7 years.
4706 Forbidden Corridor From 7 years.
4702 The Final Challenge From 6 years.
4701 The Sorting Hat™ From 6 years.
4705 Snape’s Class From 7 years.
None of the boys beat Hermione when it comes to marks in Potions class!

Go to Gryffindor™ with Hermione. Make her do all of her homework and say hi to the Fat Lady. Or join her in the class-room. Or go shopping in Diagon Alley™!

4721 Hogwarts™ Classrooms From 6 years.
4722 Gryffindor™ From 6 years.
4723 Diagon Alley™ Shops From 6 years.
Tomorrow I will be using it as a moonbuggy.
A fantastic true copy of the Williams F1 BMW FW24

Williams F1 Team Racer

Sleek, slender, and very very fast, the LEGO Williams F1 Team Racer has the same aerodynamic shape and design as the real Williams F1 BMW FW24. Scaled down to a fantastic 65 cm model, this racer is a true copy, featuring the same colour and carrying the same adverts as its big brother. It may not be able to stick to the tarmac at 360 km/h – but this is the next best thing! The LEGO Williams F1 Team Racer also features a replica V10-cylinder engine, high-speed tyres, independent suspension on all four wheels, and an air-pressure controlled function that ejects the top half of the bodywork.

8461 From 11 years + expert
DROME RACERS
WANTED

RC Nitro Flash
Infrared remote controlled racer. Top speed 40 km/h. You can easily convert the desert car into a jungle off-road buggy or rocky canyon racer. Additional off-road tyres and parts included. Three channels make it possible to race against friends. 4589 RC Nitro Flash
From 7 years.

You’re in control
• Powerful motor
• Instructions for 3 different models
• Extra off-road tyres and parts included in pack
• Infrared transmitter supports 3 channels

Max and Sever compete in the Racing Drome. Max, the hotshot rookie driver from the Nitro Team, has shown great courage in qualifying to become a Drome racer. Sever, from the Exo Force Team, was last year’s undisputed Drome champion — very skilful and without any fear. Who is going to be the next champion!!
RC Race Buggy
Radio controlled racer. The big-wheeled rocky canyon buggy with super suspension converts easily into a sleek and slender high-speed racer with low profile tyres. A real winner! Top speed of 12 km/h. Supports three radio channels. Extra tyres and parts included.
8475 RC Race Buggy
From 10 years

Interactive Games

Now take on the virtual Drome challenge in this awesome all-terrain racing experience on your PlayStation® 2 or PC. See pages: 92-93

You're in control
- Extremely powerful motor
- Super suspension on all 4 wheels
- 2 different remote control models in one
- Extra, high speed tyres and parts included in the set
- Radio transmitter supports 3 channels
Drive your pull back motor powered off-road racer onto the trailer and transport it to the track – or switch the motor to the truck and go truck racing. You can even convert the truck and racer to a slammer-powered 6-wheeled street racer and another fantastic pull back motor powered offroad racer.

8473 Nitro Race Team
From 9 years.

NEW AUGUST

8468 Power Crusher
From 8 years.

RACING UNLIMITED

Slammers, pull back and battery charged motors are real power horses in any type of terrain. Tune-up, pull back and race!!!

8469 Slammer Raptor
From 8 years.

SLAMMER
A built-in electric motor powers this street racer. When it hits an obstacle, it backs up and drives off in a new direction! You can gear up the street racer to take on off-road challenges too by fitting the extra off-road tyres.

8472 Street 'n' Mud Racer
From 9 years.

4587 Duel Racers
From 7 years.

4584 Hot Scorcher
From 7 years.

8471 Nitro Burner
From 8 years.

8470 Slammer G-Force
From 8 years.

4585 Nitro Pulverizer
From 7 years.
STAY ON THE TRACK

The Track System is great fun. Build your own track and go head-to-head against your friends. Just like racing in the real world, coming first out of the chicane is crucial. But much more can still happen! Are you able to stay on the track until the finish line?

Try out this long stunt track. Jumps, traps, double/single tracks, and suspense to the very end. It's great fun to compete with a friend. Using the extra, special tyres in this set, your other small LEGO Racers (set nos. 4582, 4583, 4593, and 4594) can be raced on this track as well. 4588 Offroad Race Track From 7 years.

TRACK SYSTEM

Use the additional special tyres included in the Offroad Race Track set on your collection of small LEGO® Racers, so they can race on the Tracks as well.

4583 Maverick Storm From 6 years.
4582 Red Bullet From 6 years.
4593 Zero Hurricane & Red Blizzard From 6 years.
Stunt race track with a pull-back motor powered racer – it’s wicked! Make it over the hill, pass the traps, and – if you’re good – end in the catch net. If not? Wall, it’s a case of try, and try again!

4586 Stunt Race Track
From 6 years.

NEW
AUGUST

4594 Maverick Sprinter & Hot Arrow
From 6 years.

www.LEGO.com/racers

Discover more about LEGO® Racers and Drome Racing on the Internet:
• Exciting racing games
• Cool downloads
• Screensavers
• Wallpapers and much more

Find more about the exiting race Drome on the web!
There's lots of frightening fun on the movie set today! One of your stars looks just like a werewolf. Suddenly another brave hero enters the vampire's crypt, just as the sun starts to set. Pharaoh has awakened from his long sleep!! Who knows what will happen next?!

Whoops! I think I swallowed a hairball!

Just imagine the spooky movies you can create with a scary laboratory! Walk through the rusty gate and you're in the lab of the mad scientist! He's been working in the laboratory all day, and he would just love a little company. Set up the camera and catch the action as the hero enters the secret door. Spin the skeleton head and your hero is gone - and there's a skeleton in his place! Add sound effects to your monster movie with the LEGO Studios Sound FX software included.

1382 Scary Laboratory
From 8 years.
ENINGLY FUNNY MOVIES

Don't run away!
I made you!

Eeeeeeeeeeeeee

ALL NEW
JUNE

www.LEGO.com/studios
Go online and stimulate your inner film director!

1380 Werewolf Ambush
From 7 years.

1381 Vampire's Crypt
From 7 years.

1383 Curse of the Pharaoh
From 6 years.
Lights, camera, action! LEGO® Studios Spider-Man™ sets make you the director. Now you can recreate the amazing Spider-Man movie and re-live some of the exiting action from the scene where Spider-Man rescues Mary Jane from the evil Green Goblin™. You can also create entirely new scenes. You're the director, so you decide.

Transform Peter Parker into Spider-Man and recreate astonishing special effects as Spider-Man swings between buildings or climbs walls. You shoot the web as Spider-Man catches the mugger. Use the included CD-ROM to create sounds and dialogue in the LEGO Studios Sound FX. As the director you call the shots.

1376 Spider-Man™ Action Studio From 7 years.
Now you too can be a movie director!

With LEGO® & Steven Spielberg MovieMaker Set you'll direct real movies from start to finish - YOU write the script, cast the actors, and design the sets for whatever kind of film you want: breathtaking action thrills, an earthquake scene, or a romantic adventure featuring knights on white horses and damsels in distress? Let your imagination run wild!

You shoot your movie using the ingenious LEGO PC Camera, which then transfers your footage to your PC so you can make your final cut. Ready to roll?

Action!

AAARGH, we're surrounded by dangerous dinosaurs!

ALL HIS PROCEEDS ARE DONATED TO STARBRIGHT FOUNDATION AND SHOAH FOUNDATION

1349 LEGO & Steven Spielberg MovieMaker Set From £8 years
Jurassic Park™ III is a trademark and copyright of Universal Studios and Amblin Entertainment, Inc. Licensed by Universal Studios Licensing, Inc. All rights reserved. Universal Studios Consumer Products Group is a proud sponsor of dinosaur research.

1353 Car Stunt Studio
From 7 years

1357 Cameraman
From 6 years

1356 Stuntman Catapult
From 6 years

www.LEGO.com/studios
Go online and stimulate your inner film director!

www.jupiterpark.com

1370 Raptor Rumble Studio
From 7 years.

1371 Spinosaurus Attack Studio
From 7 years.

1352 Explosion Studio
From 7 years.
Why sleep with the lights on, when my guard can see through the darkness
Anakin Skywalker™ and Obi-Wan Kenobi™ are caught up in an action-packed chase in pursuit of the bounty hunter Zam Wesell™. They recklessly weave in and out of the city buildings on Coruscant. A crash is inevitable, but they refuse to let her get away! Includes Anakin Skywalker™ mini-figure, Obi-Wan Kenobi™ mini-figure, and Zam Wesell™ mini-figure.

7133 Bounty Hunter™ Pursuit
From 7 years.
The Jedi are in fierce battle with Count Dooku™ and his droid troops when the clone troopers arrive to help. Fly this massive gunship to the battle and save the day. Open the hatches and expose the secret compartments. Help the Jedi defeat Dooku and save the galaxy. Includes 7163 Republic Gunship™

From 8 years.
HE’S HEADING FOR THE ASTEROID FIELD!

Fleeing from Obi-Wan Kenobi™, Jango Fett™ and his young son Boba Fett™ fly directly into an asteroid field to hide and prepare an underhand attack of Obi-Wan Kenobi™. The Slave I is equipped to handle these oncoming boulders with its rotating dual-mounted laser guns, rotating cockpit, and wings. There is also a removable prison compartment. This is a ship built to survive many adventures. Includes Jango Fett™ and Boba Fett™ mini-figures.

7153 Jango Fett’s Slave I™
From 8 years.

Obi-Wan Kenobi™ is piloting his starfighter in pursuit of Jango Fett™. This ship is sleek and fast enough, but it will also take keen Jedi precision to navigate the starfighter through the deadly asteroids in order to catch Jango. Includes Obi-Wan Kenobi™ mini-figure.

7143 Jedi Starfighter™
From 8 years.
As the battle on Geonosis™ winds down, Count Dooku™ is chased into a hangar by the Jedi and another battle begins. But the sinister Dooku is a master swordsman and powerful user of the Force, and the Jedi may not be able to hold him off. Only Yoda™, the great Jedi Master, has a chance of preventing Dooku's escape. Includes Yoda™ mini-figure and Count Dooku™ mini-figure.

7103 Jedi™ Duel
From 7 years.

Anakin Skywalker's borrowed speeder bike is fast and will take him quickly across the deserts of Tatooine™, but he must look out for dangerous Tusken Raiders! Includes Anakin Skywalker™ mini-figure, and 2 Tusken Raider mini-figures.

7113 Tusken Raider™ Encounter
From 7 years.
The battle is on and the Jedi must fight this fierce droid! Super battle droids are the galaxy's ultimate soldiers. They obey all orders without question. It will take a powerful Jedi to defeat these droids. Lifting the arm reveals the super battle droid's weapon.

8012 Super Battle Droid™
From 9 years.

Jango Fett™ has joined forces with Count Dooku™ and the Trade Federation as they attempt to break away from the Republic. Jango uses his utility belt and rocket backpack to get out of dangerous encounters. He must battle the Jedi and meet up with Dooku on the planet Geonosis™. A special shooting mechanism allows you to launch the rocket from the backpack.

8011 Jango Fett™
From 9 years.

8010 Darth Vader™
From 9 years.

8008 Stormtrooper™
From 9 years

The stormtrooper is ready for action! You can aim and shoot his blaster - and if - C-3PO is the target, the droid's arms and head fall off.

8007 C-3PO™
From 9 years.

8009 R2-D2™
From 8 years.
In a place where your destiny is carved in the Great Masks

The Toa have accomplished great feats of valour and wisdom: they have tamed the mighty Rahi. But still the island of Mata Nui is not safe. The Bohrok Swarm grows stronger day by day.

The Swarm is driven by the 'creature within', the Krana. You must enter the nest of the Bahrag, the Twin Sisters of the Swarm. They are the source of all Krana and will be the Toa's most ferocious challenge yet.

You must defeat them without destruction. With strength, courage and wisdom you will become stronger, wiser and more powerful than ever. Arise Toa Nuva and discover your destiny.
1. Mata Nui, land of legends

2. Join the Toa on the trail of the Bohrok Va

3. Their collected Krana hold the key to an ancient lock

4. ...so now they stand before their destiny and the Bahrag nest

5. A glimmering Exo suit brings hope — hope that they will have the strength to face these dreaded beasts

6. But beware

7. ...the crushing jaws of the Bahrag twins

8. United the Toa must capture them

9. ...and unlock their mystery

10. A power beyond that of the individual flows into them and they arise as

11. Toa Nuva! Six Heroes — One Destiny
The extremely inventive Matoran islanders collect spare parts from defeated Bohrok, and use them to make boxing defence vehicles. A villager in the cockpit will help the Boxor punch its way out of trouble when the Bohrok return!

8556 Boxor
From 8 years

ALL NEW
AUGUST

Born with bad tempers and a mean bite, these twins appear to control the Bohrok swarms. And they think as one, which doesn’t make it any easier to beat them! But they do have a weak spot somewhere. Can you find it and help the Toa stay on top?!?

8558 Cahdok & Gahdok
From 9 years

The key to defeating Cahdok and Gahdok, the Exo-Toa can operate alone or be used as a special protective suit by the Toa. But make sure that the Exo-Toa is not hit in the chest or suddenly your Toa is exposed and in real trouble!

8557 Exo-Toa
From 9 years

BIONICLE

Solve puzzles, defeat the Bohrok and Rahi, and overcome obstacles and hazards in this fast-paced action platformer!

See pages 92-93

Interactive Games

LEGO
GAME BOY ADVANCE

LEGO
BIONICLE™

8539 Manas
From 8 years.

8537 Nui-Rama
From 8 years.

8548 Nui-Jaga
From 8 years.

8549 Tarakava
From 8 years.

8538 Muaka & Kane-ra
From 8 years.

TWO BEASTS IN EACH SET

"Bionicle - The Album"
featuring hits from Rob Zombie, Cold, Woven
and many more!
September 2002.
Get it before it gets you!
www.bioniclethealbum.com
BIONICLE BOARD GAME

The quest to find Makuta.
Exciting adventures for children from 8 years!
Find this product on www.lego/comlifestyle
LEGO TECHNIC

SPEED SLAMMERS

8242 Turbo Slammer
From 8 years

8240 Slammer Stunt Bike
From 7 years

8241 Battle Cars
From 7 years

8305 Duel Bikes
From 8 years

8307 Turbo Racer
From 7 years

Measure the performance of your wildest vehicles

Ever wonder how fast your coolest creations can go? This speed computer will measure its top speed in mph or kph, distance, and time. Can be mounted onto any design that incorporates a cross axle through the wheels: 6240, 6242, 8237, 8238, 8279 and 8457. 5206 Speed Computer
From 7 years
LEGO Spybotics™

PC REQUIRED

ALL NEW AUGUST

YOU ARE A SPY

YOUR PARTNER IS A HI-TECH ROBOT

TOGETHER YOU MAKE A PERFECT TEAM

YOU'VE RECEIVED YOUR MISSION

ONLY YOU KNOW WHAT HAS TO BE DONE

GOOD LUCK!
LEGO Spybotics

Under cover - Under control for today's secret agent

- Construct your LEGO Spybotics robot
- Use the software to select one of 10 secret missions and receive your mission briefing
- Download your mission to your LEGO Spybotics robot
- You and your robot are ready to complete the mission

The Robot
- Interact with other LEGO Spybotics robots using the Robot Positioning System
- Light and sounds display for mission feedback

CD-ROM Software
- 10 exciting secret missions
- One player and two player missions for robot 'vs' robot action

Programmable Remote Controller
- Customise your controller for every mission
- Use as RC or in action mode to activate customised moves

Each LEGO Spybotics robot comes with CD-ROM Software and a programmable Remote Controller and Serial Cable.

Become a master agent and create your own LEGO SpyBotics missions

Choose a secret mission from around the world
Listen to your mission briefing
Customize your controller to prepare for the mission ahead
Adjust your mission settings to challenge your agent skills
**LEGO Spybotics**

With its tank-like treads and precision jabbing snapping action, this fiery robot is ideal for those missions that require plenty of stamina. It may look built for strength not speed, but never underestimate its lightning fast reflexes.

3807 Snaptrax S45
From 9 years.

**Name: SNAPTRAX S45**
**Number: 3807**
**Speed**
**Strength**
**Agility**

This persistent, all-terrain robot is perfect for those hazardous, hard-to-reach missions. Electric blue in colour, its sophisticated cog system and spider-like movement enables it to manoeuvre freely, easily scaling any obstacles in its path.

3806 Gigamesh G60
From 9 years.
This fast-moving, grabbing robot is perfect for those no-nonsense missions. With its cool green colouring and powerful pincers, it will ensure that nothing stands between you and mission success.

**Technojaw T55**
Number: 3809

This shadowy, agile robot is perfect for time-sensitive missions. With its ultra-speedy 3-wheel drive and pummelling arm action, it can complete missions so quickly, no double agent will dare get in its way.

**Shadowstrike S70**
Number: 3808

*From 9 years.*
CREATE ROBOTS YOU CAN BRING TO LIFE AND CONTROL

1. BUILD
To see your ideas come to life, combine the RCX™ microcomputer with some or all of the 700+ LEGO® elements, motors, touch sensors, and light sensor that make up the Robotics Invention System set. The RCX is a programmable microcomputer that acts as the brain of your robotic invention.

2. PROGRAM
Use your PC, the Robotics Invention System 2.0 software, and the RCX to create programs that control your robot’s behaviour. The new, easier-to-use programming language contains “Big Block” commands such as “Forward” and “Turn Left” to get you up and running quickly. Additional features such as control editors, branches, and variables, allow for more advanced programming.

3. RUN
Activate your robot and it takes on a life of its own!

3804 Robotics Invention System 2.0
From 12 years.

Do you need an extra sensor, a light, or another widget in order to build the robot of your dreams? With the Ultimate Accessory Set you can make your 4th inventions even better and even better designed. The box includes 2 sensors, a LEGO Lamp, extra building parts, a LEGO Remote Control, and ideas for new, even crazier inventions!

3801 Ultimate Accessory Set
From 9 years.

Become an Ultimate Builder Combined with your Robotics Inventions System this is a cool set with loads of possibilities. Use the CD-ROM, the additional motor, pneumatics, the awesome wheels, and 300 other LEGO pieces to come up with new, more challenging robots.
And don’t forget to visit the dedicated special Ultimate Builder Set community at www.mindstorms.com

3800 Ultimate Builder Set
From 12 years.
Next time it's my turn to dry
GO VIRTUAL IN THE LEGO® INTERACTIVE WORLD!

Fasten your seatbelts and hold on tight! We've got games and game worlds for you that are so exciting that they'll make your PC or console boil over! Whether you're into action, strategy, adventure or design challenges, there's plenty that'll be right up your street. The entire software series from LEGO Company is a feast for your imagination and packed with entertainment value for budding gamers everywhere!

NEW

BIONICLE™

Control and help the Matoran villagers round the region of Mata Nui. Solve puzzles, defeat the Bohrok and Rahi, and overcome obstacles and hazards in this fast-paced action platformer.

From 8 years
Available on: GameBoy Advance™

NEW

RACERS

DROME RACERS™

An exhilarating mixture of all-terrain racing set in the awe-inspiring Drome. As Max Axel you must master any track that Dromulus dictates, adapting your car to suit each terrain in your bid for this year's Drome Championship.

From 8 years
Available on: GameBoy Advance™

LEGO® Island 2
• The Brickster's Revenge
From 6 years
Available on: PC, PlayStation®2, Game Boy™ Color and GameBoy Advance™

LEGO® Racers 2
From 6 years
Available on: PC, PlayStation®2 and GameBoy Advance™

BIONICLE™
From 8 years
Available on: GameBoy Advance™

LEGO® Creator: Harry Potter
From 8 years
Available on: PC
LEGO ISLAND XTREME STUNTS

Island Extreme Stunts
Drive, fly, jump, chase and skate your way through an action-packed adventure on LEGO Island!
Help Pepper to complete Xtreme stunt action games, mind-bending puzzles and foil Brickster’s plans!
From 6 years
Available on: PC, PlayStation® 2 and GameBoy Advance™

LEGO CREATOR: HARRY POTTER

Creator: Harry Potter
In this second Creator: Harry Potter title, create ‘n’ play in Harry’s latest magical adventure.
From 8 years
Available on: PC

HARRY POTTER, characters, names and related indicia are trademarks of and © Warner Bros.

LEGO FOOTBALL MANIA

Football Mania
Choose the craziest mini-figure football teams, challenge awesome opposition, and play football the LEGO way! Use amazing power-ups in hilarious matches across action-packed, themed stadium environments. It’s an adventure that takes you from the Arctic to the Wild West — even to Mars. If only real life football was this much fun!
From 6 years
Available on: PC, PlayStation® 2 and GameBoy Advance™

LEGO MASTERPIECE

The highly acclaimed software collection that stimulates creativity and imagination at a smart price!
Available on: PC
LEGO Racers
From 6 years
LEGO Rock Raiders
From 6 years
LEGO Friends
From 8 years
LEGO Creator
From 6 years
LEGO Chess
From 6 years
With over 50 rides and attractions - including the Dragon coaster, the unique Miniland and the brand new 4D LEGO Racers® show - LEGOLAND is Britain's best attraction for families. Purchase your tickets in advance and relax - it's quick, easy and there's no waiting in line at the entrance.

www.LEGOLAND.co.uk
Ph. 08705 04 04 04
Visit LEGOLAND® in:
- LEGOLAND Billund, DK
- LEGOLAND California, Carlsbad, USA
- LEGOLAND Windsor, UK
- LEGOLAND Deutschland, Günzburg, Bavaria

Interactive Games
Create and run your very own virtual LEGOLAND park. See pages 92-93.

www.LEGOLAND.dk
www.LEGOLAND.de
www.LEGOLAND.co.uk
www.LEGOLAND.com
Great bags and backpacks for BIONICLE™ fans – functional fun for school and leisure...

Or how about the Create Collection? Every little girl will love to design her own pretty bag!

LEGO Cargo™ offers school bags and sports bags, pencil bags and waist bags, wallets and rucksacks – all in a great quality

LEGO clocks and watches make it fun to learn to tell the time. And both clocks and watches can be built and rebuilt – and rebuilt again – just like LEGO bricks!
Cool LEGO® clothes and accessories for kids, too!!

Kids’ clothes have to be fun and functional, comfortable and durable. And who knows better than LEGO Company what kids like, how they act and play? Choose from a wide range of quality LEGO Wear articles for girls and boys of all ages – approved by children!

For further info call:
LEGO Wear: + 44 1749 677 044
LEGO Cargo: + 45 9721 6466
Go online and check out our web site – it’s packed with stuff for you to enjoy: entertainment, games, building instructions, screen savers, downloads, stories, role-play games, tips and tricks...

...and you can also buy special LEGO products and meet other LEGO fans from around the world. Join in the fun!

Discover the fantastic exclusive products from trains, planes, sculptures, bulk bricks, and more... the possibilities are endless!

LEGO.COM HAS PRODUCTS YOU CAN’T FIND ANYWHERE ELSE!
WHAT IS FUTEBOL DE SALÃO?

Futebol de Salão is a fast-moving game of South American origin, using a small, weighted and specially-designed ball. Many famous Brazilians such as Pele, Zico, Ronaldo and Rivaldo, played it when they were young and it is an ideal and fun way to develop football skills.

BRAZILIAN SOCCER SCHOOLS

Coaching at the 280 Brazilian Soccer Schools throughout the UK and Ireland is open to all boys and girls aged 5-16 years and encourages players to develop creatively and confidently in a friendly and fun learning environment. Simon Clifford, the head and founder of Brazilian Soccer Schools, also used this coaching programme in his role as the football choreographer on the film ‘Bend it like Beckham’.

LEGO® FUTEBOL DE SALÃO SKILLS BADGE

This multi-level award scheme offers children of all abilities the opportunity to develop their ball skills in a structured format and is a fun way for players to improve their game. The scheme rewards players for reaching certain goals and can be joined through either your teacher or at your local Brazilian Soccer School.

LEGO® CUP AND LEGO FUTEBOL DE SALÃO SCHOOLS CUP

The LEGO® Cup is an annual Futebol de Salão championship open to players at all Brazilian Soccer Schools. The LEGO Futebol de Salão Schools Cup is also a yearly tournament, open to Primary Schools and with games played on a local level prior to the UK and Ireland finals each summer.

TO GET INVOLVED PLEASE CALL

0113 2861222 OR VISIT www.icfds.com